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Eric Piscini, Deloitte global cryptocurrency center Lead

Disruption and Opportunity



Blockchain – What is it?
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ALICE

BOB

Bob goes online to buy BTC 

in an Exchange

Bob gets Alice’s Bitcoin 

address (public key) and 

sends BTC using his 

private key in his Bitcoin 

wallet

Bob and Alice both have 

Bitcoin “wallets” on their 

mobile devices. Bob owes 

Alice lunch and she wants 

to get paid in BTC

Miners all over the network 

are alerted of the transaction

Miners verify that Bob 

has enough Bitcoins 

to make the payment

Miners collate all 

unincorporated 

transactions into a block, 

and race to solve a 

computationally difficult 

problem

The miner that solves the 

problem publishes the block, 

which is then added to the 

Blockchain; the miner is 

awarded 25 Bitcoins and 

transaction fees

Bob and Alice receive 

confirmation that their 

transaction has been 

executed

1001 0101 110.. Bob 

to 

Alice

Bob and Alice’s transaction 

is added to the Blockchain. 

Every subsequent block 

added further increases the 

security of the previous 

blocks

Payment

IOU

Verifying Transaction / Mining Payment
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• A Blockchain solution can offer automated, high fidelity and low-cost mechanisms for record keeping

• Core mechanism is the maintenance and modification of a distributed ledger

• Requires user-specific “keys” – records are kept in the ledger but only accessible by authorized users
Record 

Keeping

Transfer of 

Value

Smart Contracts

• A Blockchain solution enables secure, near real-time, low-cost transfer of value without an intermediary

• Records can be transferred to other parties using the decentralized distributed ledger

• Allows transfer of value between two parties, removing the need for a trusted intermediary

• A Blockchain solution will transform how contracts are executed

• Protocol is programmable to trigger transfer of value and information under certain conditions

• Smart contracts can be developed, exchanged, and automatically executed on decentralized systems

Application Description
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Blockchain – Market
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$362 M

$490 M

$250 M

$639 M
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Company Disclosed Blockchain-related activity

• Technology lab exploring how blockchain technology can be used

• First experiment is with smart bonds where risk-free interest rates and payment streams are fully automated

• Researching the potential of blockchain technology to decentralize operations

• Invested in Coinbase, a bitcoin wallet and merchant platform

• Signed proof-of-concept with Safello, a bitcoin exchange 

• Bitcoin-based debit card creators Atlas Card and insurance industry focused Everledger participated in startup accelerator

• IBM and Samsung’s are developing a project called ADEPT - Autonomous Decentralized Peer-to-Peer Telemetry, which aims to create a blockchain-

powered backbone for IoT devices

• Offering a cloud-based service to allow developers to set up blockchain networks and test and deploy related apps

• Joined the Hyperledger Project formed by the Linux Foundation, and is now selling zSystems (servers) optimized for blockchain technology

• Launched an exchange calculated and distributed bitcoin index, NYXBT, in May 2015. Minor investor in Coinbase

• Running three systems within “Citigroup Innovation Labs” based on distributed ledger technology at pre-production level

• Developed proprietary digital currency “CitiCoin”

• Investing in a blockchain based stock exchange with a project called Medici, and launched an exchange platform called T0.com in mid-2015 

• Gained SEC approval to issue its shares using blockchain technology, making Overstock the first public company listed on blockchains with the 

approval of the regulator

• Launched a blockchain development environment on its cloud platform Azure

• Microsoft Enterprise clients and developers can now create, develop and test decentralized applications on the Ethereum blockchain, giving its 

ecosystem a boost
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Hardware

Exchanges

Wallets

Loyalty and gift cards

Payment processors

Payments and remittances

Platforms

Asset tradingConsortium, VC & Organizations

Identity



Blockchain – Reality
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Use Cases  High potential – A report by Santander Innoventures estimates Blockchain to cut banks’ infrastructure 

costs by up to $20B each 

Industr

y 

Players

Adoption  High adoption – Major financial institutions and Blockchain startups are working on solutions to realize the 

savings potential 

Cross-border 

payments

No correspondent banks

Payment transfer in sec

Lower transaction costs

Asset 

Management

Enhanced client 

interaction

Reduced compliance 

costs

 Increased transparency

Syndicated 

Loans

T+0 settlement

Faster consensus 

process

Minimal tied-up capital

KYC 

Processes

Minimal documentation

Quick re-KYC

No document forgery

Trade 

Finance

Lower regulatory costs

 Improved record 

keeping

Faster turnaround time

Trading &  

Settlements 

Higher trade accuracy

Faster settlements

Reduced transaction 

risk

Westpac, ANZ – Low-cost payments platform with Ripple

Citi – ‘Citicoin’, bitcoin equivalent for cross border payments

Schroders, Aberdeen, Columbia Threadneedle, Aviva, Henderson–

Trade of illiquid securities over blockchain

UBS – ‘Smart-bond’ to recreate bond's issuance, interest calculation, 

coupon payments and maturation

Mizuho, Microsoft Japan, ISID, Currency Port – Blockchain in 

syndicated loans post-trade process

JP Morgan, Digital Asset Holdings – Private blockchain to streamline 

syndicated loan trading process

BNP Paribas Securities Services – Equity crowdfunding on the 

blockchain with SmartAngels

Overstock – World’s first public offering using blockchain

Barclays – Blockchain applications in trade finance with WAVE

Bank of America – Blockchain trial for trade finance

Barriers to Adoption 

Legal / regulatory 

acceptance

B&S subject to federal, state 

and international regulations 

Integration with 

legacy systems

Integration with complex 

legacy systems likely to 

cause delays

On-boarding 

stakeholders

Convincing various 

stakeholders about their 

concerns over security and 

getting them onboard

Security loopholes in 

Blockchain yet to be 

explored

Data Security and 

Privacy

Concerns over possible 

breach and financial losses

Financial risk
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Cross Border Payments

• Ripple is the creator and developer of the Ripple payment 

protocol, a decentralized and open source global payments 

network that allows customers to bypass major international 

settlement channels and transfer value instantly point-to-point

• Ripple has joined the International Payments Framework 

Association (IFPA), whose members include ACH, NACHA 

and SWIFT 

• The IFPA provides rule sets, best practices and guidance on 

how to improve cross-border payments

Trading Private Companies’ Stocks 

• Nasdaq announced the issuance of shares by Chain.com to a 

private investor using its blockchain-powered trading platform, 

Linq

• The transfer of shares represents the first-ever successful 

private issuance of shares using blockchain technology

• Nasdaq Linq benefits from blockchain by significantly reduced 

settlement times and the complete negation of paper stock 

certificates

 Transaction volume today is still low for these blockchain solutions
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Business Case Identification Stakeholder Alignment Design Proof of Concept Testing Solution Commercializing
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Create Blockchain solutions from scratch

Work===

Work with startups and consultancies to 

develop tailored prototypes and solutions

Collaborate with other players and develop 

a solution that has potential to be industry-

standard

Open ledger like Bitcoin Blockchain where there is no restriction on 

the identity of nodes

Closed Ledger architecture where only verified nodes are allowed 

to participate

Develop enterprise grade distributed ledger framework based upon 

protocols, policies & regulatory standards

Leverage existing distributed ledger platforms like bitcoin 

Blockchain and Ethereum 

Permissionless ledger Permissioned ledger 

Set up innovation lab Partner Collaborations

Create Own Infrastructure Leverage Existing Infrastructure

Vision

Architecture

Application and 

Integration 

Strategy

Implementation Roadmap



Deloitte on Blockchain
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Innovation and Ideation1

Product Development4

Strategy Development 2

 We identify relevant use cases to harvest the benefits 

of blockchain technologies

 Our thought leadership, developed in conjunction with 

our ecosystem of innovation and blockchain 

companies, enables you to make sense of the broad 

innovation landscape

 We track over 200 blockchain companies

 We mobilize our global practitioners to your 

organization to re-engineer business processes or 

design new ones

 We bring our broad set of services, across 

compliance, technology, talent, operations and tax, to 

effectively integrate your blockchain solution

 We deliver as one team in collaboration with external 

companies

 We lead you to define “where to play and how to win”

 We drive business, technology, integration and talent 

strategy

 We develop strategies to pilot and implement 

blockchain based solutions

 We define an iterative and flexible approach to match 

the rapid changes in the ecosystem

 We accelerate prototyping by using our existing 

technology capabilities and industry experience

 We have prototypes up and running: Digital Bank, 

Loyalty & Rewards and Smart Identity

 We have over 20 prototypes in development

Prototyping 3

Global delivery network with 9 

development teams

Industries where we have deep 

business process knowledge
Ecosystem of technology and 

innovation companies
(subset above)

Practitioners in our blockchain 

community from 30 countries

23 400+



Sebastien Genco – Senior Manager - Deloitte Luxembourg

Deloitte EFMA KBC Blockchain Survey Overview

















Jean Dos Santos, Senior Manager, Deloitte Luxembourg

Our Blockchain proof of concept to solve traceability issues in art



Rational for ArtTracktive
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Source: Arts Economics 2016

Global sales

$63.8 Billion
1

Volume of transactions

$38.1 Million
1

OWNER

BUYER

CUSTOMS

FREE PORT

MUSEUM

GALLERIES

DEALERS

ARTISTS

AUCTION HOUSE

ART CONSULTANT

ART ADVISOR

ART INVESTMENT SERVICES

MEDIA

ART FAIRS

ART SCHOOLS

ART HISTORIANS

ART COLLECTION MANAGER

ART COLLECTORS

DONORS

FOUNDATIONS

INSURANCE 

COMPANIES

BANK

Key numbers Key actors
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TransparencyTrust of 

all parties

Security of 

information

Alternative to 

paper trail 

How to develop a common 

referential across the art industry 

and ensure traceability ?

How to be sure the 

artist is the correct one?

Where did the art piece 

go?

Who owned it the past?

Who transported it?

Common questions

Key challenges

Key question
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Some of the challenges 

identified

Trust AML/KYC

Traceability Full history record

Buyer
Certification 

agency

Art galleryArtist

Shipping 

partner

Customs

$

$

$

$

$

$

Link to “real world” work of art
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Benefits of Blockchain

Monitoring and 

traceability of 

information

Validation 

through 

consensus

Immutable 

history

Pseudonymous

Certification 

agency

Art gallery

Artist Shipping partner

Buyer

Customs

Blockchain

Challenge not resolved by blockchain

Link to “real world” work of art



What we have developed 

and lessons learned
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User interfaces

• Account to manage pseudonyms

• Token smart contract to represent the 

work of art

• Smart contract to manage signed 

transactions/process steps

• Chaining of transactions for 

traceabilityEthereum

• Users

• Work of arts details

MongoDB

Artist / Seller

Sell

Lend

Buyer

Buy

Browse

Shipping partner

Pick up

Deliver

Customs

Authorise

export / import

Art gallery

Borrow

Digital certification 

agency

Certify
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ArtTracktive

Ethereum

• State machine with transaction proof  use native 

functionalities (account, transaction, events, logs)

• No native mechanism to trace back chain of 

transactions  implement own trace-back chaining 

mechanism

• The “bigger” the Smart contract, the bigger its cost 

 code very specialized smart contracts with 

minimum data (fit-for-purpose)

Explorative iterative development

App architecture

• Use Blockchain for transactional

• Implement app database for referential

• Develop Blockchain access API (Rubix)

• Use standard frameworks (node.js, 

bootstrap, etc.) Define the use case

Develop the contract 

Test the process flow

Develop the GUI

• Start small

• Experiment

• Fail (very) 

quickly



What’s next?
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Art industry

• Showcase ArtTrackTive and 

partner with Art Industry actors 

to experiment / develop the 

PoC further

• Demonstrate rationale of 

blockchain (e.g. international 

customs initiative to trace high-

value items)

1
Other industries

• Develop PoCs in other industries by 

re-using knowledge acquired with 

ArtTracktive (e.g. financial 

transaction reporting)

2
EMEA Grid Blockchain Lab

• Use case development

• Learning and development

• Client engagement and go to 

market support

• Eminence and ecosystem 

development

3
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Awareness Integration
Strategy and operating 

model design

Use cases / 

PoC development

• Awareness workshops to 

present the concept and 

discuss potential impacts for 

an industry or a specific 

business.

• Integration of Blockchain 

processing with information 

systems.

• Impact analysis (on business 

and operating model).

• Market analysis (what are the 

trends? What are others 

doing? 

• Strategy definition.

• Operating model design.

• Solution analysis.

• Development of use cases / 

Proof-of-concept to better 

understand a concept, learn 

lessons, and see how to 

integrate it.

• Prove a solution / startup.

• Use of Rubix, Ethereum or 

other platforms.



Do you have any 

question?
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Moderated by Sebastien Genco, Senior Manager, Deloitte Luxembourg

How to go from hype to prototype and start building proof of concepts? 
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